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Opportunity Fest highlights student entrepreneurship,Opportunity Fest highlights student entrepreneurship,
innovation at Beedieinnovation at Beedie
March 22, 2013

    Print

Contact:Ross MacDonald-Allan, SFU Beedie, 778.782.9492, rossm@sfu.caDerek Moscato, SFU Beedie, 778.782.5038, derek_moscato@sfu.ca
MEDIA ADVISORYMEDIA ADVISORYThe Beedie School of Business at Simon Fraser University is hosting the third annual Opportunity Fest, a marketplace-styleshowcase of student creativity, entrepreneurship and innovation, next week at its Surrey campus.About 150 undergraduate students from the school’s entrepreneurship and innovation concentration will present theirclass-produced projects and ventures through trade-show exhibits. The student ventures build on opportunities in areassuch as video hosting, online Chinese literature and products made from reclaimed wood.Judges from industry, academia and the wider community will engage with the student teams, evaluate their endeavoursand award a number of prizes. Each winning team will receive a $1,000 cash prize and be matched to a business mentorthat will help them take their idea forward.More information: Opportunity Fest 2013  
WHAT:          Opportunity Fest 2013
DATE:            Tuesday, March 26, 2013
TIME:            6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
WHERE:        Mezzanine level, SFU Surrey campus
No comments yetNo comments yet
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